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ABOUT
Malik Nashad Sharpe (b. 1992, New York) is a choreographer making performances under the alias

marikiscrycrycry building upon an experimental dance practice that is concerned with ontological expansion,

creating new frameworks for the study of being (Black), utilising the choreographic form as an active tool that

gives possibility a material function and subjectivity. Their works are worlds that are dis/ordered by the centring
of marginal knowledge, ulterior logics and politically resonant modes that problematise and disarm default

gazes. They create choreographies that are motorising the conditions necessary to arrive elsewhere, and for the
sake of intactible freedom. They are based in London, frequently performing in theatres, galleries, and festivals
across the UK and internationally.

Their work has been shown at American Realness (NYC), Fierce Festival (UK), NOW19 (UK), Festival for Alternative
Theatrical Expression (HR), Submerge (NYC) and they have been supported by a wider range of venues and
institutions such as Arts Council England, The Marlborough Theatre, Canada Council for the Arts, a-n, Duckie,

ArtsAdmin, Studio 303, New Queers on the Block, Theatre La Chapelle Scenes Contemporains, The Yard Theatre,
Chisenhale Dance Space. They have taught workshops at Glasgow School of Art, School of New Dance

Development, London Contemporary Dance School, Royal Conservatoire of Scotland, Tate Modern and others.

They are currently Associate Artist at Hackney Showroom Productions and Schools Artist-in-Residence at Tate
Britain.

WORK
He’s Dead (Forthcoming 2020, 55 mins) Commissioned by Theatre in the Mill (Bradford, UK), New Queers on the
Block (Brighton, UK). This a solo choreographic work that posits and utilises Tupac’s depression as a portal to
explore melancholia, insistence, continuance. Looking for funded residencies (development and productionbased) and opportunities to present the eventual full-length work in 2021 onwards (for theatre). Sound by
Berlin-based artist Dylan Spencer-Davidson.
Hotter Than A Pan (2019, 50mins-1hr) Commissioned by The Yard Theatre (UK), with support from ArtsAdmin
(UK), Baltic Triennial 13 (UK), Mimosa House (UK) and Dancemakers (CA). This is a solo work that gives material
subjectivity to melancholia, using dance, live action and monologue. Sound by Danielle Brathwaite-Shirley.
Looking for tour dates in theatres. Work can be repurposed for gallery, with a one-week residency prior.
SOFTLAMP.autonomies (2018, 1hr 5mins) with Ellen Furey. Supported by La Chapelle Scènes Contemporaines
(CA), Studio 303 (CA), MAI (CA), Canada Council for the Arts and Chisenhale Dance Space (UK), represented
by Daniel Léveillé Danse de Montreal (CA). SOFTLAMP.autonomies is a duet dance co-created by Malik Nashad
Sharpe (aka marikiscrycrycry) and Ellen Furey where their concurrent solo practices collide, creating new
textures and embodiments built upon not-yet-here, not-yet-attainable solidarities and autonomies in between
their bodies. Looking for tour dates (for theatre, sprung floor necessary) previous performances include
American Realness, Ménagerie de Verre (FR) and Theatre La Chapelle.
$ELFIE$ (2017, 1 hr 15mins) Commissioned by Fierce Festival, Marlborough Theatre and Arts Council England.
$ELFIE$ is a duet between Malik Nashad Sharpe and Kam Wan. The work creates a reflective space to think about
authoritarianism and violence. Previous dates include Fierce Festival, Hackney Showroom, CCA Glasgow (UK),
Marlborough Theatre; upcoming at MAI, April 2019. For theatre spaces.
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